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Innovative activity of the Department of higher mathematics of Moscow State Academy
for Water Transport is aimed at the creation of interactive training programs for independent
preparation of students and schoolboys [1,2]; methods and tools of visualization according to
the requirements of the FSES-2011[3]; development and use in educational process scientific
educational games and creation of electronic educational resources for distance learning[4].

Developed resources are placed on the educational portal of the Department of www.
technologyxxi.ru . In the educational portal is integrated video channel with the following
features: conducting lectures visualizations as in on-line mode with unlimited number of
pupils and in the mode of individual classes with a single student. In the process of on-line
classes, the teacher has the ability to correspond, to send the disciples individual tasks, to use
rapid testing with immediate feedback and the use of interactive whiteboard for collective use.

Currently educational portal updated with new electronic resources , and the video channel
of on-line education is being tested with students navigators
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